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In an interconnected world, risk and its associated insurance solutions continue
to become ever more global. As multinational clients seek global solutions
to new risks such as cyber attacks and data breaches, it becomes ever more
important for us all to be able to take a view across international markets.

RADAR
JULY 2019

That is why we created Global Insurance Law Connect, a network of like-minded
specialist firms, many with a unique and well-recognised expertise in insurance
law in their own markets. Together we provide clients with unrivalled expertise
and a personal service that we think few other networks can match.
We know that you will often use our lawyers to help you navigate the multiple
legal changes that occur each year in local insurance markets. But sometimes
the bigger and more important question is not ‘how do I deal with this?’, but
‘what changes are coming?’, and how do you spot them ahead of time from a
frequently physically remote central team?
With this problem in mind, we wanted to use our network’s expertise to give
you, our clients, a reference tool that highlights the key insurance issues across
many countries. As a result, we’ve created the first GILC Risk Radar Report. It
gives a snapshot of the major issues that are currently bubbling in the pot in
each major insurance destination where we have a presence.

This document does not present
a complete or comprehensive
statement of the law, nor does
it constitute legal advice. It
is intended only to highlight
issues that may be of interest to
customers of Global Insurance
Law Connect. Specialist legal
advice should always be sought
in any particular case.

Some themes in the 2019 edition have a global resonance: many countries are
struggling with regulatory issues, for example; and natural catastrophe is also a
dominant global theme. But our report also gives insight into some of the critical
by-country issues, such as governmental change in Belgium and Mexico, and
changes to the corporate code in Belgium and Italy which will impact insurers
significantly.
We hope that our guide is a useful country-by-country reference point, and I am
delighted to be able to share it with you.

Jim Sherwood,
Chairman, Global Insurance Law Connect

Designed and produced by Doublelix Ltd.
www.doublelix.com
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Top issues:
Building and construction
claims
Directors’ liability
Climate risk

Sparke Helmore Lawyers

australia
The Australian insurance market is in the midst of volatile times,
a reflection of the hardening global market but also of the renewed focus
on “doing the right thing” and restoring trust post the recent Financial
Services Royal Commission. When this regulatory and societal scrutiny
is combined with the fast pace of change around AI-related technologies,
customer behaviours, cybercrime and data protection, the local industry
is under unprecedented pressures and constraints.
A number of issues stand out as having a significant impact on the insurance industry and the way it
operates. The top three issues – the subject of much conjecture in the local market – focus around the ripple
effect of the construction boom on the insurance industry particularly amid the rising incidence of building
failures such as non-compliant combustible cladding, the pain-points being experienced by insurers around
D&O insurance with record numbers of class actions and “event” based claims, as well as the increasing
frequency of climate-driven disasters in this country.

insurance
industry at
a glance

97

General and Re insurance
businesses

A$65.7
billion
in revenue
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Directors’ liability

Building and
construction claims
In the wake of the Grenfell Tower disaster in
London and Australia’s first-ever combustible
cladding class action underway, a number of
States – most notably Victoria, Queensland
and New South Wales – have instigated
rigorous investigations of buildings that may
be impacted by non-compliant combustible
cladding. To date these investigations
have seen a ban on the use of aluminium
cladding panels with a polyethylene core and
expanded polystyrene products.
With rectification cost figures nationally
potentially running to seven figures, and
with significant public indignation over
fragmented government remedial strategies,
insurers are faced with challenges around
managing the fall-out from both sides of
the argument – the developers, builders and
relevant building professionals versus the
residents of affected properties.
The flow-on effect for the insurance
industry into the future could be significant
– premiums on affected properties will rise,
broader liability exclusions and higher
excesses around these types of risks will be
introduced, and there will be greater emphasis
on undertaking comprehensive risk audits to
assess risk upfront with many more hoops for
insureds to jump through than currently.

anticipate there will
“ We
be more claims made in

Exposures for D&O have been steadily
growing in Australia as organisations and
the senior individuals who head them
up are increasingly feeling the weight of
expectations and accountabilities post
the Royal Commission. And with the
continued shift from corporate to personal
responsibility, mitigation strategies including
insurances are top of the agenda.
Whether questionable sales tactics,
malicious cyber-attacks, Board implosions
or dubious fee-for-service arrangements,
the local market has had a shake-up and
that adds up to a hard market for D&O
liability insurance. And with the average
claim size, complexity and frequency as
well as class actions on the rise, insurers
need to reassess and potentially shift
their strategies while keeping an eye on
the bottom line. Rate increases, larger
retentions and deductibles – everything
will need to be considered including around
the as yet unknown legislative implications
coming out the Royal Commission.
Insurers will need to take the lead
in educating their clients about the
relationship between these shifting
market dynamics and the costs they see
coming through.

Climate risk

Natural disasters – bushfire, flood, storm,
cyclone and earthquake – are part of the
fabric of life in Australia. But with climatedriven disasters impacting more of the
population than ever before, there is intense
debate about whether Australia is becoming
uninsurable – with some places already
considered too disaster-prone to insure.
While State and Territory Governments do
have relief strategies in place, these are not
intended to replace the need for individuals
to have appropriate insurances. But with
recent public outcry around the affordability
and availability of cover, skyrocketing
premiums as well as the perceived conduct
of insurers, many insurers face a tough
future - with some considering it so tough
they are deciding to leave the climate risk
space altogether. And with class actions on
the rise, costs are being driven up – and that
could translate into more departures from
the market.
The Government stepping in as the
“insurer of last resort” is becoming more
frequent. Will this option become the new
norm for climate risk?





urgency factor has
“ The
increased on climate risk


help them tackle their
risks and formulate
strategies for dealing
with legal exposure and
reputational damage
posed by the dynamic
D&O space.

in boardrooms. And for
insurers, the systemic risk
it poses is huge. We can’t
overstate the importance
of the conversations we
have with insurers on
these matters.

Malcolm Cameron, Partner,
Sparke Helmore

Chris Wood, Partner,
Sparke Helmore

“

“

Wes Rose, Partner,
Sparke Helmore

proud we are relied
“ I’m
upon by insurers to

“

relation to non-compliant
combustible cladding.
A recent decision has
signalled responsibility
lies with the owner in
terms of any undamaged
non-compliant cladding.
We watch this space very
carefully.
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Top issues:
Belgian government
elections
The new Belgian Company
Code (BCC)
Brexit

Lydian

Belgium
Belgium faces two political and one legislative challenge in the coming year –
two of which will transform the corporate and political landscapes respectively.
The first is the direct consequence of the May elections.
The federal and regional elections of May 2019 brought some controversy and as a consequence of that
legislation is held back in the local parliament. Secondly, in common with other European countries, Brexit
brings significant challenges – particularly so for Belgium, which has some of the closest trade links with
the UK within the EU bloc. However, there is opportunity too, given that Lloyd’s has chosen Brussels as the
location of its post-Brexit EU hub.
Finally, and most important of all, Belgium is in the middle of implementing a completely new Company
Code, which introduced big changes for corporates, as well as impacting D&O coverage and liability.

insurance
industry at
a glance

240
Registered firms

€30
billion
Value of Premia
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need to
“ Insurers
be cautious in


their planning
for the
coming year.
The political
uncertainty will
bring challenge
economically,
and this could
limit growth.

“

YVES LENDERS,
Lydian

Belgian Government Elections
Belgium held federal, regional and European elections at the end of May 2019. Negotiations are currently ongoing between political groups, which
may last for a while. If negotiations turn out to be inconclusive, meaning that a majority government cannot be formed, uncertainty may hold
back economic growth during the whole of 2019. A lack of government could result in a delay in the adoption of new legislation, or implementing
regulations, including the long awaited new Insurance Code.

The new Belgian
Company Code (BCC)
The new Belgian Company Code came into
force on 1st May 2019. It will modernise and
transform company law in Belgium, bringing
it up to date and in line with a global economy.
It brings considerable benefits, simplifying
the number of legal corporate structures from
17 to 4, for example; but the challenges
of implementation will be distracting and
time-consuming for all companies this
year. In addition, the new law changes the
levels of liability for Directors and Officers,
directly impacting D&O insurance provision
and coverage.

BREXIT
Brexit may, or may not, occur in 2019. However, it is an issue of great importance for UK insurers
operating in Belgium as well as for Belgian insurers operating in the UK. Insurers need to be
aware of issues regarding contract continuity for their clients and must comply with relevant
legislation and regulation issued by the Belgian control authorities. Following Brexit the Belgian
insurance distribution landscape is evolving, as the category of managing general agents has
been recently created under Belgian law (the so-called “mandated underwriters”).

new code is a huge
“ The
challenge for all


“

Sandra Lodewijckx, Lydian

challenges the whole Belgian economy, but for
“ Brexit
insurance it is particularly difficult, given the uncertainty


over continuation of coverage and passporting.

“

companies. It impacts
their legal structures,
ownership, accounting
and reporting
requirements. Every firm
with a Belgian operation
needs to focus on this.

Sandra Lodewijckx,, Lydian
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Top issues:

Santos Bevilaqua Advogados

Implementation of a more
liberal and flexible regulatory
regime by the new
government

BRAZIL

Impacts of new investments
and privatizations after a
three- year economic
recession
Public pensions system
reform

The Brazilian insurance market is, like Brazil, living with the likelihood
of important changes to be implemented by the new right-wing and
economically liberal government elected in 2019, including the possibility
of much more liberal regulation (possibly impacting, for example, the
freedom for insurers to develop new products and selling channels and
new opportunities for foreign reinsurers).
We also expect important impacts from the resumption of economic growth in Brazil, after almost three
years of recession, which should grow both public and private investments.

insurance
industry at
a glance

313
Registered firms

R$226.5

billion
Value of Premia
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clients will need more
“ Our
sophisticated assistance


in a market where they
will see increasing
opportunities to
differentiate themselves
from their competitors.

“

JoÃo Marcelo dos
Santos, Santos Bevilaqua
Advogados

Implementation of a more liberal and flexible regulatory regime by the
new government
The current very bureaucratic regulatory regime is moving towards becoming more liberal and open to innovation, with less intervention by the
government, although it still controls the IRB, the largest local reinsurer authorized to operate in Brazil.

Public pensions
system reform
The Brazilian public pension system is
unequal and very expensive, even considering
that Brazil has a very young population.
The reform of this system, currently being
discussed in Congress, will necessitate an
increase in private pension plans.

Impacts of new investments and privatizations
after a three-year economic recession

Brazilian life and
“ The
pension market has grown


amount of Brazilian risks to be insured and reinsured will
“ The
increase significantly, and clients will need to understand


changing insurance and reinsurance regulation to be ready to
take advantage of new business opportunities in Brazil. They Need
to arm themselves with the full knowledge of the risks to be
covered, the regulatory and contract risks and to have at their
disposal the best assistance regarding claims.

“

JoÃo Marcelo dos Santos, Santos Bevilaqua Advogados

hugely in the last 20
years, since our first tax
incentives were created.
Now, more than ever,
companies will be asked
to make available to their
clients accessible and
efficient products.

“

The property and casualty insurance markets and the Brazilian reinsurance market seem likely to
be highly impacted by new investments and privatizations after a three year economic recession.

JoÃo Marcelo dos
Santos, Santos Bevilaqua
Advogados
09
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Top issues:
New FDI rules
A growing reinsurance
market
 he great clean-up –
T
regulatory pressure
increases in China

BUREN

CHINA
The Chinese insurance market is living through a period of profound
change, as domestic insurers come to maturity and the government
looks to encourage their growth as well as adopt international financial
and reserving standards. This results in a period of mixed messages for
foreign insurers and brokers in the coming year.
While the ‘Foreign Investment Law’ will come into force in January 2020, which emphasizes equal national
treatment of foreign investment in China, it specifically stipulates that special rules on foreign investment in
financial sectors including insurance shall prevail over the Foreign Investment Law. One or two companies
have already taken advantage of changes which allow majority ownership by a foreign insurer, but we wait
to see if this becomes a significant trend, given the challenges in taking a stake in a Chinese enterprise (and
the barriers imposed by the existing part-ownership structures which many foreign companies already have
in place).
Meanwhile, the Chinese government is actively encouraging the growth of the reinsurance market in
China. We expect that over the coming year we will see innovation, as well as more international players
coming into this sector of the market.

insurance
industry at
a glance

215
Registered firms

RMB3.8

TRillion
Total premium
income 2018
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A growing reinsurance market
The Chinese reinsurance market is dominated by China Re, which has more than 70% market
share. There are 11 other players, including some internationals, such as Munich Re, SCOR,
Swiss Re and Hannover Re. However, it has not seen the growth of the booming primary market,
and it is commonly perceived as being somewhat sluggish and undynamic. The government
will look to change that over the coming year through the further implementation of Phase II of
China Risk Oriented Solvency System (C-ROSS) which is believed to drive the primary insurance
market to seek more sophisticated reinsurance protection.

is an opportunity for innovation in this sector, and we
“ There
look forward to seeing which firms take up the challenge.

“



Li Jiao. Counsel, BureN

 he great clean-up – regulatory pressure
T
increases in China
New FDI rules
The ‘Foreign Investment Law’ will come into
force in January 2020, but already the foreign
ownership rules have been relaxed enough
to allow foreign firms to take majority stakes
in local partners. Firms looking to invest face
risks – as many Chinese insurers have only
partial capitalisation, or other non-standard
issues with their books. Moving past these
to free up the potential of these firms to grow
in a huge potential market will be the key
challenge for foreign firms coming into this
market. In order to gain a strong foothold in
the Chinese market, apart from the market
knowledge, foreign firms should also align
their business strategies and objectives
with the Chinese government’s policy-driven
goals.

The Chinese market has some significantly sized domestic insurers, including the big five.
At the level below this there are a group of large companies with historic accounting challenges,
many of which would not bear the scrutiny of an international regulator. The Chinese government
is moving to improve standards, and bringing great pressure to bear on firms to clean up their
record-keeping and capital management. The government believes foreign owners may have a
role to play in buying and transforming some of these firms, although the success of this approach
is yet to be tested.

new FDI rules are
“ The
significant but insurers


“

Li Jiao, Counsel, BureN

is heartening to see a major step forward in regulation for
“ Itinsurance
, which will benefit consumers, increase the long

“

looking to invest are
hampered by additional
provisions as well as
financial weaknesses
within local players.
However, there is great
government interest in
growing this sector.

term health of the local market, and make it more attractive
to foreign investors.
Jan Holthuis, Partner, Buren
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Top issues:
Contract law
National Catastrophe
regime
New Brokerage Regulation

Byrd & Associates

FRANCE
The French insurance industry will see continuing challenge and
settlement of the issues around the recent reform of contract law. At the
same time, significant changes to the regulation of brokers are looming,
and look likely to come into effect on 1 January, 2020.
Brokers, and insurers, will have to spend time analysing the impacts of this and preparing for transition
throughout 2019. Meanwhile, France is also considering a long-term structural change to its insurance
against natural catastrophe (known as CAT NAT in France), and debate continues about how best to frame
this to benefit all parties and yet cap uncontrollable costs.

insurance
industry at
a glance

716
Registered firms

€211

billion
Value of Premia
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CONTRACT LAW
imbalance” (déséquilibre significatif) between the
rights of the parties under the contract (Article
1171, Civil Code). Whilst the French Insurance
Code already contains a number of provisions
concerning abusive clauses, it remains to be
seen how the courts will interpret the new notion
in the context of insurance contacts.
Unforeseen circumstances: The new regime
specifically provides that “if a change in
circumstances which was unforeseeable at
the time of the conclusion of the contract
renders the performance of the contract
excessively costly for a party who had not
accepted to assume the risk, this party has
the right to re-negotiate the contract” (Article
1195, Civil Code). It is clear that in insurance
related disputes, this Article may be invoked
in a number of situations, in particular
concerning issues of aggravation of risk,
which the French courts will have to deal with.
Subrogation: The new regime maintains
the distinction between “conventional”
subrogation and legal subrogation (Article
1346, Civil Code) but the new wording will
again have to be interpreted by the courts.

position for insurers as regards to contract law
“ The
remains unsettled, and still requires much more testing by


“

the courts.

Robert Byrd, Founding Partner, Byrd & Associates

NEW BROKERAGE REGULATION
The anticipated new regulation of the broker profession has been introduced by way of an
amendment in the context of a major new general statute, the Loi Pacte, which was approved by
the French General Assembly in March 2019 and is now before the Senate for discussion. The
reform is scheduled to take effect on the 1st of January 2020. This new regulation will provide
for the creation of professional organizations which will represent brokers and their agents and
will have disciplinary powers over their members. These organizations will define the rules for
access to the profession, membership in the organization and sanctions for breaking the rules. The
implications are yet to be worked through, but could be significant for the French broking market.

“ world, and the impact here in France will bring challenges to
A wave of new regulation for brokers is rippling around the

“

both global and local firms.

Robert Byrd, Founding Partner, Byrd & Associates

NATURAL CATASTROPHE
REGIME
The French President, Emmanuel Macron,
during a trip to the West Indies at the end
of September 2018, one year after the
passage of Hurricane Irma, promised that
a reform of the natural disaster regime
should occur “before summer 2019” and
that this would assure quicker indemnity
payments and more generous insurance
cover for overseas territories.
Introduced in metropolitan France
in 1982 and extended to overseas
territories in 1990, the mechanism of
indemnification for CAT NAT losses has
not been modified since its creation.
The French Insurance Federation (FFA)
proposes, in particular, the coverage of
relocation costs, the capping of deductibles
for craftsmen and small and medium size
companies or the introduction of more
“incentive” deductibles.
Discussions are still on-going within
the government. A reform during summer
2019 now seems rather optimistic.

catastrophe is a
“ Natural
global issue for insurers,


individuals and many
nation states. France is
not alone in grappling
with how best to regroup
its cat nat cover for the
best.

“

The impact on insurance contracts resulting
from the major reform of contract law which
took effect on 1 October 2016 is still being
questioned by insurance professionals and
will certainly give rise to numerous case law
interpretations in the coming months as the
French courts begin to render their rulings on
contract issues under the new regime.
The main points which are likely to pose
interpretation issues in the context of
insurance contracts are the following:
Pre-contractual information: The new
Article 1112-1 of the French Civil Code
provides that any party to a contract who has
information which would be a determining
factor in obtaining the agreement of the other
party must be disclosed to the other party.
Validity of the insurance contract: Under the
reform, the traditional requirement for the validity
of a contract based on the object of the contract
and adequate consideration (cause), has been
replaced by a new criteria that the content of the
contract must be “certain and lawful”.
Abusive clauses: The new regime provides that
a clause is abusive where it creates as “material

Robert Byrd, Founding
Partner, Byrd & Associates
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Top issues:
Government financial
services reforms
Cyber claims, digitisation
and data protection
M&A

Khaitan Legal Associates

INDIA
A clear mandate for the incumbent Government is a validation of its
policies and programmes. The pro-incumbency landslide majority for
Narendra Modi’s NDA in the 2019 Indian elections is an endorsement of
his governance and leadership style.
The NDA government is also credited with introducing second generation reforms in the Indian insurance
industry.

insurance
industry at
a glance

72

Registered firms

$98

billion
Value of Premia
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Government financial
services reforms
The Indian financial system has been
the focus of reforms over the past few
years with relaxation of foreign direct
investment norms, demonetisation of
currency, introduction of the insolvency and
bankruptcy code etc. with specific focus on
the insurance and banking industry. With the
re-election of the incumbent government,
we can now expect continuity and ongoing
reform.

Cyber claims, digitisation and data protection
Cyber insurance is expected to grow to protect institutions in relation to their IT
infrastructure and business conducted via the internet. Such evolving needs would
warrant newer products and product feature enhancement. With growth in digitisation
through mechanisms such as intelligent virtual assistants/chatbots, artificial intelligence
and wearable devices, while productivity and innovation increases, the risk of cyberattacks
will also exponentially rise.
Further, a revised data protection law is currently waiting to be ratified. This will create
immense opportunities for insurers in India to launch products that would allow ‘data
fiduciaries’ to limit their liability.

In sync with the global trends, even India faces the threat
“ of
cyber risks. The market, and specifically the insurance


“

industry, will need to respond to emerging cyber risks.
Sakate Khaitan, Khaitan Legal Associates

in history with an
unprecedented win by an
incumbent government.
The country is hopeful
that the pace and
direction of economic
reforms continues.
The earlier regime
recognised the urgent
need of reforms in the
financial services sector
and we hope that the new
government sustains the
focus and attention on
such reforms.

“

Sakate Khaitan, Khaitan
Legal Associates

M&A
The insurance industry is witnessing
an accelerating wave of global mergers
in insurance companies and insurance
intermediaries, and it is safe to say that
India will respond quickly to such structural
changes. At the local level, a possible
consolidation or merger of India’s public
sector general insurers could impact the
general insurance space in India by creating
the largest general insurance service provider.

is expected
“ Cinonsolidation
the Indian insurance
industry. Several insurers
are in poor financial
health and radical
measure may be needed
for their revival. While
consolidation is one such
option, alternate risk
transfer (ART) solutions
and debt, or debt-based
instruments have the
potential to inject a
fresh lease of life to the
troubled insurers.

“

stands at an
“ India
interesting point

Sakate Khaitan, Khaitan
Legal Associates
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Top issues:
Brexit
Personal injury reform
Fraud tourism

BLM

ireland
Ireland experiences different market pressures and pinch points than
those seen across the Irish Sea in the UK. While many of the underlying
drivers are the same, the Irish market responds in its own manner to
the challenges. Despite statutory reforms in the early 2000s, the legal
process associated with personal injury claims in particular remains a
concern and a candidate for further modernisation.
Although Brexit has clear pluses and minuses for the Irish economy as a whole, it has led to an influx of
operations in the financial services sector.

insurance
industry at
a glance

130
Insurance businesses

€12.9
billion
Value of Premia
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brexit
Ireland has been among the top destinations
of choice for UK financial services firms
making post-Brexit contingency plans for
servicing business in the remaining 27 EU
member states. The Irish Government has
made comprehensive plans around likely
Brexit scenarios and their impact on the
economy as a whole. Whatever the outturn,
the financial services sector in Ireland will be
affected in the medium to the longer term. A
key challenge is ensuring that the influx of
businesses does more than merely buying
a Dublin name plate for delivering services
across the EU and contributes to the Irish
economy in a meaningful way.

Personal injury reform
Political focus on the compensation culture in Ireland has been a constant in recent years.
Reports for Government Departments have examined drivers of cost, adverse impacts on
Irish business sectors and floated options for law reform. Further judicial analysis and
reports covered personal injury claims in particular and there have been calls to reform the
state-sponsored Board which advises on claims values. There are emerging moves towards
having legislative controls on damages - a first in Ireland and a constitutional conundrum - in
order to manage premium levels and other negative effects of the ‘compo culture’.

senior judiciary is taking a serious and detailed look at
“ The
the Irish personal injury system. We are optimistic that their


leadership will deliver real reform and tackle the worst
excesses and abuses. It’s not about plaintiff-bashing - far
from it. The goal is a fairer and more efficient system for all
the stakeholders.

“

GARRETT CORMICAN, PARTNER, BLM

Fraud tourism

“

Gavin Campbell, Partner
and Head of BLM Dublin

Fraud doesn’t respect borders. The concern is that hardening of the claims environment in
England & Wales will cause fraudulent claims enablers to displace to Ireland and to indulge in
further claims harvesting in this country. The lack of a special unit within An Garda Síochána
(the Irish police force), dedicated to insurance fraud detection and prevention, has been called
out as a real gap. There are concerns that the legislative reforms of the early 2000s which aimed
to punish fraudulent claims are, a decade and a half on, now capable of being circumvented by
sophisticated fraudsters and/or may be falling into disuse.

and try-on claims are a real drain on resources.
“ Frauds
The Irish legal system needs further improvement to make


Irish businesses harder targets, to deter fraud tourism and
to punish appropriately those who think it’s OK to try and
profit from fraud.

“

“

The Irish economy will
be the most affected
by Brexit of all the EU
27. Despite the influx of
UK lawyers to register
for Irish practicing
certificates looking
superficially positive,
the business outlook
for us and our insurer
clients in Ireland remains
troublingly uncertain.

Gavin Campbell, Partner and Head of BLM Dublin
17
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Top issues:
Internationalisation of the
Italian insurance market
The war for talent
Multinational brokers

BTG Legal

ITALY
Italy’s insurance market is among the largest and most developed in
Europe. This is particularly true of the life segment, as Italian consumers
see life insurance as an important conduit for savings and investment.
The country’s often volatile political and economic climate has created obstacles for Italian insurers in recent
years, added to low take-up and a tendency to avoid buying required cover in certain sections of the market,
including motor insurance. Although economic activity may surprise, weak demand and limited growth in
incomes will provide a headwind in most sub-sectors of the non-life segment. Ageing demographics mean
that net new business - and growth in overall premiums - will likely be minimal in the life segment. In this
context internalization and the role of multinational brokers will become key to benefitting from new market
opportunities and gain insight on emerging trends.

insurance
industry at
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billion
Value of Premia
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Internationalisation
of the Italian
insurance market

A “new normal” –

lower margins in a
new financial services
landscape – will emerge
in the post financialcrisis world and insurers
will have to quickly
adapt both at home and
internationally.

“

Alberto Batini,
Senior Partner, BTG legal

Insurance companies will be suffering
from a shortage of experienced
professionals at all levels, from senior
leadership with the vision, innovation
and cost-management skills to lead the
company to achieve its goals, to middle
management experienced enough to
take over from long-serving executives
moving toward retirement.
Companies spend 50 times more on
recruitment than they do on training.
Deployment and development of employees
do not get their due attention. Not until
employees are at risk of leaving do
retention initiatives and bonuses kick in.
Insurance companies must rethink the
ways they engage their key people. To
begin, they must identify the segments of
the workforce that drive their current and
future growth. Then, rather than focus on
metrics and outcomes (“acquisition” and
“retention”), they must concentrate on the
things that employees care about most:
being deployed in ways that engage
their heads and hearts, developing
(and stretching) their capabilities, and
connecting to the people who will help
them achieve their objectives.

“

broking FIrms continue
“ As
to merge, the market may


Insurance companies
will need to ask whether
they are effectively
Developing, Deploying,
and Connecting key
employee groups.

“

“ slower growth and

The war for talent

Multinational brokers receive higher remuneration
rates from placing risks into their own
facilities and MGAs than in the open market.
Using these placement methods can be in the
interest of the client, particularly where the
risks are less specialised and hence easier
to commoditise. But the higher remuneration
may also incentivise the broker to use a
facility or MGA when this is not the case.
Research shows that most clients can get the
information they need to help make informed
decisions, which helps minimise the potential
harmful impact of conflicts. The issues listed
above could be mitigated through effective
conflicts of interest policies to reduce the
possibility of harm. The Regulator has
reviewed brokers’ conflicts of interest policies
to assess their impact on competition and
to assess the impact on clients of possible
broker conflicts. The Regulator found that
not all of them demonstrate the same level
of completeness in identifying the relevant
conflicts inherent to their business models.

Silvia Traverso,
Partner, BTG legal

be becoming increasingly
consolidated and this is
likely to change the way
competition in the market
works.

“

The insurance industry has been slow to
integrate operations across geographies and
some early business models have not been
particularly successful. In some countries,
protectionist regulations have been a major
constraint on both the entry of foreign
insurers and on any subsequent cross-border
integration. Language and cultural differences
have constrained customer-servicing activities
across borders. Although they do exist in
insurance, scale economies related to fixed
cost structures have perhaps been more limited
than in other, faster globalizing industries.
Large insurers have incrementally extended
their presence globally over many years, often
through acquisition. But other than slowly
unifying their brand names, they had maintained
fully integrated, nationally-based operations.
Historically, these companies had not sought
to globalize many aspects of their operating
model or leverage insurance manufacturing
capabilities across borders. However, change
is unfolding. Continuing competitive pressures
are now driving insurers to leverage costs
across multi-country operations. Many of the
largest insurers now have well-established
international operations which represent a large
proportion of their overall income and value.

Multinational
brokers

Giorgio Grasso,
Partner, btg legal
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Top issues:
Impact of new government
policies
Regulatory changes to
open up insurance to
lower earners
Insurtech

Ocampo 1890

MEXICO
Mexico as a whole is undergoing profound change, following the
appointment of a new socialist president, Andrés Manuel López Obrador,
in December 2018. So far his changes include wholesale changes to
the management team of the Mexican insurance regulator; and a raft of
proposals around nationalisation of industry.
His appointment has also brought a renewed focus on insurance solutions for lower earners in Mexico.
Insurtech may be one solution and the regulator is looking to insurers to propose low-cost insurance ideas
that cut costs through the application of innovative technologies.
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Impact of new government policies
Mexico’s new President is governing under austerity policies. Inspired in such policies, Federal
Government retired health and life insurers to employees (they now have access to public health
services), and the state is undertaking the erection and development of public infrastructure.
Insurers then must create insurance programs to fit the new state requirements.

Insurtech
Mexico’s insurance market is still analysing
surrounding technologies to develop Insurtech.
Thus, the regulator is waiting for the industry to
propose Insurtech based insurance programs
to analyse them. Huge opportunities are here
for insurance entrepeneurs.

opportunity for
“ The
Insurtech in Mexico is




government. Insurers must seize opportunities, as well
as be Aware of some possible state-led pitfalls for their
businesses.

“

Aldo Ocampo, Partner Ocampo Law

“

Mexican insurance industry is undergoing once-in“ The
a-generation change under the direction of the new

immense. Entrepreneurs
are set to revolutionise
this market, and may also
deliver some solutions
that work for the new
Mexican government’s
requirement to prioritise
socially inclusive
insurance for the
underprivileged.
Mitchell Esqueda, Partner,
Ocampo Law

Regulatory changes to open up insurance to lower earners
The policies of the new administration are to provide financial services (insurance included) to lower earners. That is a defining challenge for
insurers as they must create accessible insurance programs.

will need to consider how to deliver socially-responsible insurance programmes
“ Insurers
without compromising profit. New approaches will be needed from all sides.

“



Alejandro Ocampo, Partner, Ocampo Law
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Top issues:
Changes to the Norwegian
Natural Perils Pool
Changes in the Sale of Real
Estate Act
Digitalisation in the market

Riisa & Co

Norway
Insurance companies play an important role in society as the repairers of
damage caused by natural disasters. In a world where we see an increase
in extreme weather, with more and larger damages, the role of insurance
as ‘just’ the repairer has changed and insurers will become more of an
important player in preventing and reducing the risk of damages.
In this changing landscape, the natural perils pool will play an important part. For several years, the non-life
insurance market has been dominated by four companies. In recent years, however, several other players
have come in and some of the smaller ones have grown.
Given the current funding of the pool, the dominant companies in the market have been able to set aside
natural capital in profit years. Over time, this capital has accumulated and today constitutes a considerable
sum which provides a profit that many of the smaller companies feel is anti-competitive.
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Changes to the
Norwegian Natural
Perils Pool



“

carefully.

Joachim Skjelsbaek, Lawyer/
partner, Riisa

The market for sellers of liability insurance and buyers of legal assistance insurance has
been increasing in recent years. This year has, however, seen turmoil as the bug “skjeggkre”
led to huge losses for insurers, forcing some companies to withdraw from the market.
The proposed changes to the Sale of Real Estate Act will be of the same importance to the
market. The absence of opportunity to sell “as is” and the introduction of a near strict liability
for all damages over NOK 10 000 will – in our view – give ground for a huge increase in
disputes. This will affect the products, premium and payments.

proposed changes will give grounds for a huge increase
“ The
in disputes.


Joachim Skjelsbaek, Lawyer/partner, Riisa

Digitalisation in the markeT
Many companies in the Norwegian market are still using old policy and claims management
systems. A key issue to maintain and develop position in an increasingly competitive market
will be for them to introduce and develop new and modern platforms. On this issue insurers
are way behind the banks, and the ones who will succeed in the future are the ones who
already understand the need to change and adapt.

companies need to understand that everything
“ Insurance
can and will be digitalised.


“

clients will need
“ Our
to study the proposal

Changes in the sale of real estate act

“

The proposed changes in the Natural Perils
Pool in NOU 2019-4, presented in February
this year should be studied carefully by all
insurance companies, as the suggested
changes in structure, ownership and funding
will significantly influence the market, and
could be distortive.
The proposal has now been sent for
consideration to affected parties, and
insurance companies need to be active in
this process. Changes are expected to be
made by the end of the year.

Joachim Skjelsbaek, Lawyer/partner, Riisa
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Top issues:
Financial Accounting
Liability of public officials
Civil liability for confidential
business information
The inclusion of tax debt
insurance in D&O policies

B&A Blanco y Asociados Abogados

SPAIN
The Spanish insurance sector represents around 5% of the gross domestic
product, having increased its income by 1.34% during the 2018 financial
year. Within these results we should highlight the premium growth for life
insurance, which grew 12% in the year.
On the other hand, turnover of the non-life branch reached revenues of €35.3bn, an increase of 3.94%, driven in
particular by health policies and the so-called “non-living insurance”, which increased their income by 5.59%
and 4.93%, up to €8.5bn and €8.4bn, respectively. In general, the insurance market will continue growing in
Spain in 2019, not only overall, but also through specialised areas such as D&O, as well as other new lines
of business related to new risks, including cyber attacks and data protection, environmental damage and of
course, the risks resulting from mergers and acquisitions in a world that is increasingly global.
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Reviewing the increase of the different liabilities incurred by public officials (managers, etc)
who undertake their roles in a public context, many insurers are now offering coverage for
unknown financial accounting liabilities, a product very often compared to professional liability
cover but with clear differentiations. The concept of Financial Accounting Liability, closely
related to the concept of extra-contractual civil liability, appears in the Spanish Organic Law
of the Court of Auditors, a completely independent Court, separate to other Spanish courts,
being the supreme controlling body for the accounts and of the economic management of the
state and of the public sector. In summary, Financial Accounting Liability means that anyone
who, by action or omission, infringes the budgetary or accounting regulations and causes
a reduction of public funds or assets, is obliged to compensate for the damages that such
infringement creates. In Spain, the number of bodies in which this risk could materialize is
approximately 13,000 across the state, autonomous communities, city councils, autonomous
organizations, public business entities, public corporate companies and public sector
foundations and consortiums.
The number of potential insureds affected by this risk is difficult to quantify, since it includes
all those who collect, intervene, manage, have custody of, or handle, public funds or assets. The
type of insurance offered in the Spanish market is called “Insurance for the Liability of Authorities
and Personnel of Public Administrations” and, although it does not yet see significant demand,
there are currently five insurance companies that offer this type of specific insurance, while
others include this coverage at the request of any public entity within patrimonial insurances or
general civil liability insurance of public administrations policies.

, only those who are liable for the management
“ Inofgeneral
public funds or effects can incur a financial accounting


“

liability, by committing serious fraud, fault or negligence.
Fernando Blanco Giraldo, Managing Partner at B&A

The inclusion of tax debt insurance in D&O
policies
Last January, the Spanish Supreme Court established that civil liability insurance could cover
the tax debts incurred by the administrators and officers of a company. The Court ordered the
insurer in the case to pay the debt owed by its insureds to the Tax Agency in addition to the
legal expenses. By covering both the civil liability regulated in Spanish Corporation Law and the
General Tax Law, it maintains that the natural scope of a liability insurance contract for managers
and officers is to safeguard their personal assets against personal claims arising from acts
committed during their corporate management. Excluding the declaration of subsidiary liability
for tax debts from the scope of coverage leaves the insured orphaned without a guarantee
even though tax is an inherent element of their job. Although this development is alarming, it is
important to analyse each case individually and carry out an exhaustive study of the conditions
of the policy.

common liability. So much so that, objectively,
“ inIt isthea relatively
forecast of who arranges the insurance, it is logical that


SUPREME COURT JUDGEMENT No 58/2019

“

the coverage of this risk is also found.

Civil liability for
confidential
business
information
On February 21st 2019 the new Law on
professional secrets was published in
Spain (Law 1/2019), which makes it illegal
to obtain professional secrets without
the consent of their owner when it is
carried out through access, appropriation
or unauthorized copying of documents,
objects, materials, substances, electronic
files or other media that contain
confidential business information or
from which it can be deduced; and for any
other action that, in the circumstances of
the case, is considered contrary to fair
commercial practices. This law is closely
related to Article 197 and follows the
Criminal Code, which deals with the crime
of revealing secrets with prison rulings of
one to four years as well as fines.
Without a doubt, it is increasingly
common that many of the assets of a
company are intangible (in certain cases,
it can reach up to 70% in technological
or digital companies), so this type of
insurance is now a growing area for
local insurance companies. In Spain,
three years ago, the first policy aimed to
protect innovation was also presented,
covering worldwide key assets for
companies, such as patents, copyright,
designs, brands, domain names and
trade secrets.

new technologies
“ The
are not only changing


the way of working for
insurance companies
but also give rise to
the creation of new
business routes. The use
of Big Data or study tools
and analysis of social
behaviours help to offer
personalized products
with priceS that are as
competitive as possible.

“

 inancial Accounting Liability of public
F
officials

Santiago Martin,
Partner at B&A
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Top issues:
2020 Swiss Financial
Services Act (FinSA)
New framework agreement
with the EU
UK-Switzerland Agreement
on Direct Insurance other
than Life Insurance

gbf Attorneys-at-law Ltd

switzerland
The Swiss insurance market has high-impact developments ahead. Not
only will it enter into new agreements with two of its biggest trading
partners, but Switzerland is also engaged in the ongoing end-to-end
reform of its own financial services system.
Switzerland has seen a tightening of supervision by the Swiss Financial Market Supervisory Authority
(FINMA) in the recent year, and we expect FINMA to increase the number of its on-site visits, following up
on recently introduced requirements regarding compliance, risk management, corporate governance and
business continuity planning. Insurers are therefore well advised to assess their structures and processes,
including compliance of distribution channels and outsourcing setups. We also expect new insurers entering
the Swiss market and others exiting due to ongoing Brexit restructurings.
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2020 Swiss Financial Services Act (FinSA)
Prior to concluding an insurance contract,
insurance intermediaries will in principle be
under the obligation to conduct a suitability
and appropriateness assessment of a
product to the insured’s needs. Furthermore,
the existing information duty of insurance
intermediaries shall be broadened so as to
reflect the corresponding duty of information
rules under the FinSA (art. 9 FinSA).
Non-tied insurance intermediaries may
only accept compensation from third parties
in connection with the provision of their
services, if they: a. have expressly informed
the clients of benefits and the clients waive
such benefits in advance; or b. pass on the
benefits to the clients in full. This will not apply
to tied intermediaries, as they do not have a
fiduciary duty to the insured and are therefore
not obliged to prioritise their interests.
Redeemable life insurance policies, the
savings portion of which is linked to the
performance of financial instruments,
assets or indices, shall be deemed financial

clients will need to be prepared to invest time in planning
“ Our
for the Act, particularly in regard to distribution activities.

“



Dominik Skrobala, gbf Attorneys at Law

 K-Switzerland Agreement on Direct Insurance
U
other than Life Insurance
The UK and Switzerland signed a bilateral Agreement on Direct Insurance other than Life Insurance
on 25 January 2019, which replicates the effects of the existing EU-Swiss Agreement on Direct
Insurance other than Life Insurance. While the EU-Swiss Agreement does not provide for full freedom
of services (e.g. passporting rights), it is nevertheless very useful and has facilitated business in
Switzerland not least because it allows the home state supervisor to continue supervising solvency
(i.e. Swiss branches of UK insurers are not subject to solvency-supervision by the Swiss Financial
Market Supervisory Authority, FINMA). It has also ensured that the Solvency II risk location principles
apply, which is of paramount importance when structuring international programs. By mirroring the
EU-Swiss Agreement, the UK and Switzerland have ensured planning certainty and continuity for UK
insurers accessing the Swiss market. The UK-Swiss Agreement will immediately enter into force in
case of a No Deal scenario and, in the alternative, after a transition period.

mirroring the EU-Swiss Agreement, the UK and Switzerland
“ By
have ensured planning certainty and continuity for UK


“

insurers accessing the Swiss market.

Dominik Skrobala, gbf Attorneys at Law

products under the FinSA, thereby bringing
the concerned insurers and insurance
intermediaries within the scope of the
FinSA with respect to these products. As
a consequence, insurers would need to
prepare a key information document, which
should contain the essential information for
the insured to make a well-founded decision
regarding these products.
Finally, all insurance companies and nontied intermediaries will have to become
affiliated to an ombudsman. While most
Swiss insurance companies already fulfil this
requirement, many insurance intermediaries
would need to adjust to this new requirement.

New framework
agreement with
the EU
The new framework agreement, which has
been under development since 2002, allows
for the consistent adoption of selected EU
laws into Switzerland and facilitates the
secondment of workers between EU and
Switzerland. The framework agreement
currently contains no elements covering
financial services. The EU and Switzerland
have however added a joint declaration to the
draft agreement, by which they acknowledge
the necessity to modernise the trade related
agreements. This modernisation would
cover the rules liberalising the trade of
services and investments, while maintaining
the relevant general exceptions, including in
the financial services sector, and the right of
each party to adopt regulations in line with
domestic policy objectives.

development of the
“ The
framework agreement


should be watched closely,
as it could open up new
opportunities, in particular
regarding the European
operating structure and
staffing of insurers.

“

Switzerland will implement a new Financial
Services Act in January 2020 which will
completely change the framework for
financial services provision in Switzerland.
The FinSA contains rules of conduct which
financial services providers will need to
conform to in their relations with their clients:
Pursuant to the FinSA, the current register
of insurance intermediaries will be replaced
with a general register of client advisors, in
which client advisors of Swiss or foreign
financial services providers that are not
subject to financial market supervision
in Switzerland will have to register (tied
insurance intermediaries will however not be
subject to this registration duty).
Insurance intermediaries will have a duty
to ensure the training of their client advisors,
who must have sufficient knowledge of the
rules of conduct set out in the Insurance
Supervision Act as well as the necessary
skills, knowledge and experience to perform
their activity.

Dominik Skrobala, gbf
Attorneys at Law
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Top issues:
Major amendment
introduced to the
Insurance Act
Insurtech-driven new
insurance products
Lifting restrictions
on e-commerce

Lee and Li Attorneys-at-Law

TAiwan
While the regulatory environment is relatively conservative, the Taiwan
insurance market is changing slowly under the inexorable trend of Fintech.
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Major amendment
introduced to the
Insurance Act
The Financial Supervisory Commission of
Taiwan has proposed a major reform of
the Insurance Act which generally inclines
towards consumer protection, such as
extending the insureds’ rescission period,
requiring delivery of policy and insurers’
obligation to inform. On the other hand, the
proposed reform also intends to build a more
technology-friendly business environment
for insurance enterprises, such as permitting
multiple ways to deliver policies and allowing
the authority to appoint third party service
providers to provide data processing and
exchange services to insurance enterprises.
The proposed draft is yet to be passed, but
the public review period is now expired and
no substantially different comments have
been raised.

Insurtech-driven new insurance products
Some new insurance products driven by technology development will be introduced to the
Taiwan market. One example is Usage Based Insurance.
It is expected that more new types of insurance products based on smart connected
devices will be commercialized.



“

pressure of competition in this Fintech era is an
“ The
inevitable issue for every fInancial industry business.
CT Chang, Lee & Li

Lifting restrictions on e-commerce


relaxation, our clients
should improve efficiency
by leveraging new
technology such as cloud
services and AI and, in the
meanwhile, diversify their
business.

“

CT Chang, Lee & Li

The Financial Supervisory Commission has enacted in late 2018 the new “Regulations
Governing Online Insurance Business and Online Insurance Services of Insurance
Agent Companies and Insurance Broker Companies”. The enactment of the Regulations is a
step forward in lifting the restriction on insurance brokers and insurance agents conducting
online business.

RELAXATION OF E-COMMERCE REGIME COULD CONTRIBUTE TO THE
“ THE
GROWTH OF the INSURANCE MARKET


“

the challenges
“ Facing
arising out of regulatory

CT Chang, Lee & Li
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Top issues:
Profitability
Regulation
 iring and keeping
H
top talent
The role of technology

Foran Glennon

united states
The US insurance market has been buffeted by multiple winds of change
over the last two to three years. P&C markets are only now recovering from
the huge losses related to the multiple 2017 hurricanes which devastated
parts of the Americas. Meanwhile, commercial and business insurance
products are seeing wholesale changes from the implementation of AI
and blockchain technology.
The result is an overall challenge to profitability, as insurers struggle to fight multiple challenges: to rein in
costs, implement rapid change, evolve their workforces and deliver profitability all at one time. No wonder
M&A has been a feature of this market and looks set to continue to be so over the coming year.
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Profitability
Insurance companies must analyze and determine how to be profitable. While profitability
is improving in the P&C sector, following the natural catastrophes experienced in 2017, the
commercial sectors continue to struggle to improve rates and deliver growth in the US. Most
recently, insurers have turned to mergers and acquisitions as a way to increase market share
and revenue, and to expand their scale, geographic reach and product lines. We expect to see
more of this as 2019 develops.

markets, an increase in losses, both in number
“ Competitive
and in size, create a challenging environment for insurers.


Carriers are focused on managing costs, and with plenty of
capital available, continue to look at M&A to increase market
share and profitability.

“

Susan NK Gummow, Attorney-at-Law, Foran Glennon

Insurers are currently in an environment of
increased rules and regulations, as regulators
in the US follow a global trend of broadening
their attention from solvency to include
market conduct oversight. In the coming year
there seems little doubt there will be a rule
governing sales of US insurance products
and especially cyber related risks. However,
insurers don’t yet know whether regulation
will come at the federal or state level (or
both), or the impact of such regulation. The
US Securities and Exchange Commission has
also set out plans for a “best interest” rule for
broker-dealers working with retail customers,
and this looks likely to be implemented
across a number of states.

state regulators are
“ US
looking increasingly

 iring and keeping top
H
talent
Insurers are currently facing shortages of
experienced talent in the industry, part of a
general trend in the US where the labor market
is the tightest that it has been in a decade,
and where unemployment sits at 3.7%.
This impacts many areas including the
ability to innovate, cost of hiring talent and
concerns regarding how to inspire and retain
talent. In addition, insurers implementing
AI solutions have large numbers of
employees to repurpose and retrain – a huge
challenge, but one that must be addressed
rapidly.
Overall insurers, in common with many
other sectors, are coping with drastic
changes to their workforce and people
economics, and must adapt accordingly.



“

Thomas B. Orlando,
Attorney-at-Law,
Foran Glennon

is an over“ Technology
used word, but its effects


shortage of talent
“ The
is only beginning, but it


is also only half of the
story. Insurers must
also re-skill their
knowledgeable teams
to work in the
AI environment.

cannot be over-estimated.
It is bringing fundamental
change to insurance
products, to the way they
are delivered, and to the
distribution channels of
this industry – not in five
years, but now.

James B. Glennon,
Attorney-at-Law,
Foran Glennon

Thomas B. Orlando,
Attorney-at-Law,
Foran Glennon

“

at conduct issues,
following major
reviews in Australia and
elsewhere around the
globe. Regulation will
follow and brokerdealers will bear the
brunt of it.

Insurers are increasingly implementing
artificial intelligence into their operations.
This can include improving the customer
experience and reducing costs; loss
anticipation; compensation; more proactive
risk detention and preventions; carriers
are also using aerial surveillance and
drones in the claim adjustment process.
Blockchain is developing too, stepping
from the test phase and starting to take a
real place in insurers business plans. The
Deloitte US ‘Insurance Industry Outlook’
for 2019 predicts that 2019 will be the
year that many insurers move beyond
proof of concept for blockchain and
begin to launch live products based on
distributed ledger technologies.

“

Regulation

The role of
technology
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Risk Radar report: may 2019

Top issues:
Brexit
 ressure in the Directors
P
& Officers market
Changes to the structure of
the Lloyd’s market
Personal lines insurance:
renewal pricing
Focus on Scotland

blm

united
kingdom
The UK is in the grip of an unavoidable and dominating issue in 2019.
Brexit, Brexit, Brexit: when will the uncertainty end? Whilst most will be
aware of changes leaving the EU will bring, and most insurers already
have their Brexit provisions in place, the impacts of the never-ending
process of negotiating departure are now also being felt, both in terms of
reducing the flow of investors into the insurance market, and an overall
economic stagnation caused by uncertainty.
Meanwhile the London market has, for the last year been in the grip of its own mini-financial crisis, with many
syndicates exiting classes of business or being forced to shrink by Lloyd’s. At least there is now a plan to
reduce costs and return the Lloyd’s market to profitability, albeit by splitting the market in two. The effects of
this will ripple throughout 2019 and 2020. Elsewhere external pressures (legislative and regulatory) impact
two significant markets: D&O and personal lines.
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Pressure in the
Directors &
Officers market

brexit
The Financial Supervisory Commission of Brexit has already caused considerable structural
costs for insurers, and most of these were spent and accounted for in 2018. Firms have
completed their plans for an exit, and now await its delivery by the UK government. The failure
to do so now brings a new wave of issues, reducing willingness to invest, putting off global
capital, and bringing uncertainty to the UK economy which impacts opportunities to grow. Until
Brexit is resolved, expect the market to remain risk-averse and M&A wary.

There is a global stress on D&O insurance,
and this is reflected in the UK too. Put simply
a trend by governments and regulators to
place a greater legal and regulatory focus
on pursuing directors personally in cases of
corporate misadventure or misconduct has
led directly to increased pressure on their
insurance policies.
The involvement of activist shareholders
has played its part in this trend, and the
result is that prices and policy wordings are
both in the spotlight. Expect to see price
shocks and some clarifications in cover
over the coming year.

insurance is
“ D&O
more important for


just insurers and brokers – a permanent headache and a
dismal sense that the future will unfold in an unknown and
possibly uncontrollable way.

corporates than
ever, and this makes it
contingent on insurers
to provide cover that
is priced and fit for
purpose. The challenge is
to do this profitably.

Alastair Kinley, Director of Policy & Government Affairs, BLM

Alex Traill, Partner, BLM



“

Two years of disastrous natural catastrophes have highlighted some major structural
issues for the Lloyd’s market, particularly a high level of costs, set against low levels
of claims service quality. The CEO of Lloyd’s, John Neal, has taken decisive action,
and plans to split the market in two, looking to automate standard risks; and retain
customized approaches only for significant and specialized risks, which make up
around 50% of the Lloyd’s market. The plan is currently in consultation, but look out
for major changes at the end of summer 2019, when the consultation period ends
and action will be expected to begin.

is a period of positive change
“ This
for the Lloyd’s market, which


needs to embrace technology and
use it to cut costs. The issues, as
John Neal has already pointed out,
are both administrative and human.
Will the London market want to
change the way it does business?

“

 hanges to the structure of the
C
Lloyd’s market

“

feels like the never-ending story for British business
“ Brexit
at present. It continues to give almost all UK firms – not

Damian Clearly, Partner and head of
London Market, BLM
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 FOCUS: SCOTLAND
Scotland, like England, is in the middle of recalculating the discount
rate: the insignificant-seeming but critical number which sets out
how much insurers have to pay someone with a traumatic issue
which will require a lifetime of care. In Scotland the issues are
somewhat different to the UK, as the mechanism set up to calculate
the rate follows a different logic. The impact of the new rate will be
enormous in terms of claims reserves required by Scottish insurers
– and could therefore impact insureds, via increased premia and
lower thresholds of cover.

Personal lines
insurance: renewal
pricing
The FCA is currently investigating how
insurers price personal lines insurance:
home and motor, as well as SME. The
suspicion is that vulnerable customers
are not being treated fairly in terms of
pricing, particularly when renewing an
existing policy. Insurers will need to
work with the FCA to increase trust and
combat such accusations; while industry
bodies have a role in helping to drive bad
practice out of the market.

public have a
“ The
powerful ally in the


“

Kerris Dale, Partner and
head of motor, BLM
34

discount rate sounds unimportant, but is probably the
“ The
most significant factor in insurance pricing in Scotland


at present. Millions of small firms and individuals will
be impacted by it, via raised insurance premia, although
many may never understand the mechanics of the changed
calculations.

“

form of the FCA. Its focus
on pricing in home and
motor insurance means
that insurers will also
need to spend time and
resources meeting the FCA
requirements, once these
are set out.

IAN LEACH, PARTNER AND HEAD OF EDINBURGH OFFICE, BLM
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Global Insurance Law Connect
Global Insurance Law Connect is an alliance of insurance law firms spanning four continents.
Inspired by client demand, we have built a formal network that delivers the right advisers in the
right places and in the right way for insurance industry clients.
We are:
•	Specialist: focusing only on insurance law, advising you on the business of taking risks around
the world.
•	Commercial: we use the strength and breadth of our formal network to help our clients reduce
the time and money they spend on managing risk.
•	Creative: whether you are in new or established markets, dealing with familiar or unusual issues,
our lawyers have the skills and experience to deliver great outcomes
If you’d like to find out more about Global Insurance Law Connect, contact one of our member
firms, or our chairman, Jim Sherwood at jim.sherwood@globalinsurancelaw.com

www.globalinsurancelaw.com

